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ABSTRACT

Control theory provides solid foundations for developing reliable
and scalable feedback control for software systems. In particular,
there exist well-established feedback controllers for common prob-
lems, however, the state-of-the-art approaches for designing self-
adaptive software systems do not primarily support classical feed-
back control and its integration is usually engineered manually.

In this paper, we revisit the Znn.com case study and we present
a new implementation based on classical feedback controllers. We
show how these controllers can be easily integrated into software
systems through control theory centric architecture models and do-
main-specific modeling support. We also provide an assessment
of the resulting self-adaptive characteristics, quality attributes and
limitations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques; D.2.11
[Software Engineering]: Software Architectures

Keywords

self-adaptive software systems; feedback control loop; architecture
models; domain-specific modeling; control theory

1. INTRODUCTION
Feedback control is a central element of control theory that is of-

ten envisaged as one of the viable solutions for self-adaptive soft-
ware systems engineering [8,30,34]. Control theory provides solid
foundations and a systematic approach for developing reliable and
scalable adaptation mechanisms, controllers, which drive the sys-
tem adaptation [3]. However, integrating these controllers into com-
prehensive self-adaptive software systems remains challenging [8,
10]. This requires selecting the appropriate target system outputs
and control inputs—i.e. the necessary interfaces exposing the target
system state and management operations as touchpoints—devising
the actual controller design, and finally building the software archi-
tecture that integrates the controller into the target system [20].

There are already several approaches trying to address the many
challenges in engineering self-adaptive software systems (cf. sur-
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veys in Salehie and Tahvildari [34] or Villegas et al. [37]). They
mostly aim at reducing the implementation using a specific type
of adaptation mechanism (e.g. utility theory in Rainbow [17], re-
quirement models in Zanshin [5], RDF control objectives specifica-
tion in DYNAMICO [36], or rule-based languages in StarMX [6])1.
While these mechanisms are all relevant, the support for classical
feedback controllers from control theory as well as the integration
activities (connection between the adaptation mechanism and the
target system) have received less attention. As a matter of exam-
ple, well-established feedback controllers for common and recur-
ring problems (e.g. Quality of Service (QoS) management [2, 19],
overload control [16] or performance guarantees [1,3,4]), keep be-
ing manually tuned and integrated into target systems. This re-
quires extensive handcrafting of non-trivial code, which gives rise
to significant accidental complexities, particularly in the case of
distributed systems or complex control schemes.

In this paper, we revisit the Znn.com case study and present a
new solution that is based on classical feedback controllers imple-
mented using our previously proposed control theory centric ar-
chitecture models [26]. Concretely, we show an integration of a
content delivery adaptation using an existing and proven control
algorithm [2, 3].

Our architecture model is based on a technologically agnostic
domain-specific modeling language for defining Feedback Control

Loops (FCLs) through hierarchically organized networks of adap-
tive elements representing the FCL processes (i.e. monitoring, de-
cision-making and reconfiguration). This model is statically typed
and supports composition, distribution and reflection, thereby en-
abling coordination and composition of multiple distributed FCLs
using control schemes. The use of domain-specific modeling tech-
niques raises the level of abstraction at which the FCL architectures
are defined, and support is provided for automated implementation
code synthesis and verification.

The application to Znn.com enables us to demonstrate the model
capabilities to progressively refine adaptation mechanisms, going
from local to distributed and adaptive control. Furthermore, we
show how it can be used for the system identification design phase.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the Znn.com case study. Section 3 presents our control
theory centric architecture models. Section 4 illustrates their ap-
plication on the Znn.com case study demonstrating progressively
better solutions, with local then distributed control, adaptive con-
trol and help in system identification. Section 5 assesses the self-
adaptive characteristics, quality attributes and limitations of the ap-
proach. Finally, Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 con-
cludes the paper.

1All these examples are taken for the recent SEAMS venues.



2. THE ZNN.COM CASE STUDY
The Znn.com news service [12] is one of the exemplar case stud-

ies proposed by the Software Engineering for Adaptive and Self-

Managing Systems (SEAMS) research community. We chose it
because it models a relevant, well-known problem and has been
already implemented by different other approaches (cf. Section 6).
Thus, it serves as a reference to the community. Znn.com is a model
of a real news service provider, such as cnn.com. It is web-based N-
tier client-server system that serves multimedia news content to its
customers. The control objective is then to make the Znn.com sys-
tem serve the content within reasonable response time and quality
in the event of traffic spikes caused by highly popular news events.

Within the frame of this case study, several adaptation challenges
have been identified including content adaptation (e.g. serving re-
duced content quality), service differentiation (e.g. prioritizing pre-
mium customers), and in the case of distributed deployment, in-

frastructure adaptation (e.g. increasing the size of the server pool
serving the news content). In Section 4, we show how these chal-
lenges can be addressed using our approach, introduced in the next
section.

3. CONTROL THEORY CENTRIC

ARCHITECTURE MODELS
This section outlines our approach for integrating adaptation mech-

anisms into software systems through control theory centric archi-
tecture models. A detailed description is provided in Krikava [25].

3.1 Principles and Design Decisions
Generality. In order to be applicable to a wide range of soft-

ware systems and adaptation properties, the approach should be
both technology- and domain-agnostic. Visibility. Following best
practices [31], the FCLs, their processes and interactions should
be made explicit at design time as well as at runtime. Compos-

ability. The FCLs should be created by composing fine-grained
elements representing the FCL processes. This should help the re-
sulting FCLs to be clearly structured, easier to implement and to
reason about. It should also help to foster reuse of existing FCLs
and FCL elements across multiple adaptation scenarios.

In order to meet these requirements we structure the approach
around a domain-specific modeling language that is based on an
actor-oriented design. The key advantage of using domain-specific
modeling is in the possibility to raise the level of abstraction at
which the FCLs are described, allowing to use directly the problem
domain concepts, i.e. the concepts from control theory. Moreover,
domain-specific models are particularly suitable to automated anal-
ysis and synthesis of implementation code [24]. Since FCLs are
inherently concurrent and concurrent programming is known to be
difficult [27], we choose to use an actor-oriented design [21] for
our model. The FCL processes are represented as message-passing
actors that encapsulate their state and behavior. This allows one to
implement these processes without worrying about thread safety,
which greatly simplifies code [27]. The actor model is also known
to be highly scalable [18], supports distribution computation, and is
easily usable as there exist several high-performing actor libraries2.

To better illustrate our approach, we use the Apache overload
control FCL (cf. Figure 1) from Hellerstain et al. [20, §4.6.2]3,
which can be considered as a simple adaptation mechanism for the
Znn.com case study. It adjusts the maximum number of connec-
tions to be processed simultaneously (MC) based on the difference
between reference (MEM∗) and measured memory usage (MEM).

2http://bit.ly/1f41vHw
3For simplicity we only use the case with one controller.
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Figure 1: A block diagram of Apache overload control FCL [20]

3.2 Feedback Control Definition Language
Our domain-specific modeling language, called Feedback Con-

trol Definition Language (FCDL) [26], is grounded on an actor-
oriented component meta-model representing abstractions of FCLs.
The components are actor-like entities called Adaptive Elements

(AE). An architecture is created by assembling and connecting AEs
into hierarchically composed networks that form closed FCLs.

Syntax. An AE exposes a well-defined interface that abstracts its
internal state and behavior. It defines properties together with in-
put and output ports through which AEs exchange data. The ports
and properties data values are statically typed. In order to further
improve AE reuse the language supports parametric polymorphism
over the data types.

The communication can be both data-driven (push) and demand-
driven (pull). Once an AE receives a message, it executes its asso-
ciated behavior. The result of the execution may or may not be sent
further to the connected downstream elements that in turn cause
them to react and so forth. An AE can be passive, i.e. triggered
by receiving a message, or active, i.e. triggered by events of inter-
ests (e.g. a file modification). We distinguish the following AEs as
the key components of a FCL: a sensor (collecting raw information
about the state of the target system and its environment), an effector

(carrying out changes on the target system using provided manage-
ment operations), a processor (processing and analyzing incom-
ing data both in the monitoring and reconfiguration parts), and a

controller (special case of a passive processor that is directly re-
sponsible for the decision making). FCDL also allows to construct
composite components from both atomic AEs and from other com-
posites. A composite defines the instances of AEs its contains and
the connections among their ports. Furthermore, it can also define
ports, which are used to promote ports of the contained elements.
A composite is also the primary unit of deployment.

Figure 2 shows an FCDL composite ApacheLoadControl imple-
menting the example FCL from Figure 1. The figure uses an infor-
mal FCDL graphical notation. Its purpose is to provide an intuitive
and expressive visual representation of the model that can be easily
sketched by hand. A formal textual syntax is presented further in
Section 4.

ApacheLoadControl

mem

: SysMem

controller

: Controller
mcConf

: SetApacheConf

out  output

in  input

out  output

controller effector

port 
connectionsensor

scheduler

: PeriodTrigger

out  output

in  input in  inputMEM MEM MC

active processor

Figure 2: A FCDL model of Apache overload control FCL

The PeriodicTrigger is an active processor. It periodically
pulls memory utilization (MEM) from SysMem sensors and in turn
pushes the value to the Controller that computes a new MC con-
figuration to be applied by the SetApacheConf effector. The MEM∗

value is modeled as a property of the controller.



Conceptually, each AE can be seen as a target system itself, and
as such it can provide sensors and effectors enabling the AE to be
introspected and modified. The provided sensors and provided ef-

fectors are essentially AEs touchpoints making them reflective and
thereby enabling them to be adaptable. This is a crucial feature
that permits one to hierarchically organize multiple feedback con-
trol loop in an uniform way and therefore realize complex control
schemes from elementary building blocks.

Semantics. The execution semantics is based on the Ptolemy [13]
push-pull model of computation [40]. The message communica-
tion originates in ports. A port can be configured in one of the
three modes: push, pull or agnostic, in which case the exact mode
is resolved during element instantiation according to the connected
ports. The model is restricted to allow only the same port-mode
combinations. The reason is that connecting a push output to a pull
input indirectly implies using a queue and analogically the opposite
requires to use a scheduler. This is intended to be explicitly mod-
eled in the architecture in order to properly define the storage and
the trigger mechanisms.

An AE can execute different behaviors depending on what port
or combination of ports caused its activation. To precise this, we
adapt a notion of Interaction Contracts (IC) that defines the AE
allowed interactions [9]. Concretely, an IC specifies what port
interactions activates an AE, what input ports it might pull dur-
ing its execution, and over which output ports it will push results.
For example, the IC associated with PeriodicTrigger is 〈sel f ;⇓
(input); ⇑ (output?)〉. It denotes an interaction caused by self

activation where input port might be pulled during the element
execution and conditionally data might be pushed to the output

port. By using ICs, we can assert certain architectural properties,
such as consistency, determinacy, and completeness. The AE in-
teractions are clearly made explicit in its interface and therefore
amenable to automatized analysis and verification. Finally, an IC
denotes the type of the associate activation function allowing the
generated code to be both prescriptive (guiding the developer) and
restrictive (limiting the developer to what the architecture allows).
For example, the Listing 1 shows the Java code generated for the
PeriodicTrigger.

// polymorphic AE - allowing to pull/push any data type

public class PeriodicTrigger<T> extends AdaptiveElement {

public void init() {} // initialization

public void destroy() {} // termination

protected void activate(long self, Pull<T> input, Push<T> output) {}

}

Listing 1: Example of the PeriodicTrigger AE generated Java class

4. APPLICATION TO ZNN.COM
This section demonstrates how some of the Znn.com challenges

can be addressed by control theory based controllers using FCDL.

4.1 Local Content Delivery Adaptation
One of the adaptation opportunities in the Znn.com case study is

content adaptation, whereby in the case of high server utilization,
the content quality is reduced (e.g. degraded image quality). The
web server content delivery adaptation is well studied by Abdelza-
her et al. [1–3], providing a control theoretic approach, which we
integrate to Znn.com using FCDL.

The aim of the adaptation is to maintain web server load at a cer-
tain pre-set value preventing both its underutilization and its over-
load. The content of the web server is pre-processed and stored
in M content trees where each one offers the same content, but
of a different quality and size. For example, let us take two trees
/full_content and /degraded_content. At runtime, a given URL

request, e.g. photo.jpg, is served from either /full_content/pho-
to.jpg or /degraded_content/photo.jpg depending on the cur-
rent load of the server. Since the resource utilization is propor-
tional to the size of the content delivered, offering the content from
the degraded tree helps to reduce the server load.

Utilization

Controller

Load 

Monitor

Content 

Adaptor

Apache 

Web 

Server

Requests

ResponsesModified Requests

Observed Utilization

Target Utilization

Figure 3: Block diagram of the adaptation scenario [2]

Controller Design. Figure 3 depicts the block diagram of the pro-
posed control. The Load Monitor is responsible for quantifying
server utilization U . It periodically measures request rate R and de-
livered bandwidth W . These measurements are then translated into
a single value, U . Since service time of a request constitutes of a
fixed overhead and a data-size dependent overhead, using algebraic
manipulations, the utilization from the request rate and delivered
bandwidth is derived as

U = aR+bW = a
∑r

t
+b

∑w

t
(1)

where a and b are platform constants derived by server profiling
(details in Abdelzaher et al. [2, 3]), ∑r and ∑w are the number of
request and the amount of bytes sent over some period of time t,
respectively. The Utilization Controller is a Proportional (P) con-
troller4, which based on the difference between the target utiliza-
tion U∗ (set by a system administrator) and the observed utilization
U , computes the severity of the adaptation action G

G = G+KpE = G+Kp(U
∗−U) (2)

where Kp is the proportional gain of the controller determined using
standard control analytic techniques [2,3]. This value is used by the
Content Adaptor to select which content tree should be used for the
URL rewriting. The achieved degradation spectrum ranges from
G = M, servicing all requests using the highest quality content tree
to G = 0 in which case all requests are rejected. Shall G < 0 then
G = 0 and similarly shall G > M then G = M.

For brevity’s sake, we only show a control delivery adaptation,
however, the controller can be easily extended to support also QoS
management control, such as service differentiation [2, §3.2].

Architecture. Figure 4 shows one possible FCDL implementation
of the adaptation scenario. It is derived from the block diagram
depicted in Figure 3.

The decision-making part from the block diagram) is responsible
for mapping the current system utilization characteristics U into the
abstract parameter G controlling which content tree should be used
by the web server. In FCDL, we implement a general proportional
controller in AE PController. Once a new utilization value U is
pushed, it computes G using (2) and pushes the result out. The
proportional gain Kp and the reference value U∗ are represented as
a AE properties.

The monitoring part is responsible for computing the system
utilization U from request rate R and bandwidth W . Both values
can be obtained from Apache access log file. We create an active
sensor, FileTailer, that activates every time the content of a file
changes and sends the new lines over its push output port. It is con-
nected to the AccessLogParser that extracts the number of requests

4An alternative proportional integral controller is provided in Abdelzaher et al. [3].
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Figure 4: Apache content delivery control

r and the size of the responses w and pushes the values through the
corresponding requests and size ports. Consequently, this incre-
ments the values of two connected counters requestCounter and
responseSizeCounter, implemented as passive processors that ac-
cumulate the sum of all received values. To compute utilization U ,
the sum of requests ∑r and response size ∑w has to be converted
to request rate R and bandwidth W—i.e., the number of request and
sent bytes over certain time period t. One way of doing this is by
adding a PeriodicTrigger, an active processor that every t mil-
liseconds pulls data from its pull input port and in turn pushes the
received value to its output port. Essentially, it is a scheduler that
acts as a mediator between the two connected AEs. In this scenario,
it is responsible for the timing of the FCL execution. By pulling
data from its input port, it activates the LoadMonitor processor that
fetches the corresponding sums of requests ∑r and response sizes

∑w; converts them to request rate R and bandwidth W ; and finally
computes U using (1). The resulting utilization is then forwarded
by the scheduler to the UtilizationController.

In the reconfiguration part, the FileWriter updates the web
server URL rewrite rules so that the newly computed content tree
is used to serve the upcoming requests.

To demonstrate composition, the presented elements are assem-
bled into three composites ApacheQOS, QOSControl and ApacheWeb-

Server, representing the main composite that will be deployed, the
control, and the target system, respectively. This makes a clear sep-
aration of concerns and easy to switch from Apache to another web
server.

Implementation. FCDL models are implemented in a domain-
specific language called Extended Feedback Control Definition Lan-

guage (XFCDL). It is a textual DSL for authoring FCDL models
that further supports modularization and AE implementation using
a Java-like expression language. The language is close to Java and
it uses some of its concepts, such as modularization (packages and
imports), type system, and naming conventions.

The architecture consists in defining AE types that participate in
the FCLs. Listing 2 shows an excerpt5 of the PeriodicTrigger

AE. Line 1 defines a new active polymorphic processor type with
data type parameter T . Lines 2–4 declare ports including the im-
plicit self port in order to specify its data type, followed by a prop-
erty definition on line 7 and an IC on line 8.

Next, in order to assemble a FCL, we need to connect the AEs
together. This is done by creating a composite (cf. Listing 3) in
which we define all the AEs to be used (lines 4 and 7) and specify

5The complete XFCDL code is available from the companion website http://

fikovnik.github.io/Actress/SEAMS14.html

1 active processor PeriodicTrigger<T> {

2 push in port output: T

3 pull in port input: T

4 self port selfport: long // self port for self-activation

5

6 property initialPeriod: Duration = 10.seconds

7

8 act activate(selfport; input; output?)

9 }

Listing 2: XFCDL implementation of PeriodicTrigger AE

the data-flow by connecting their ports (line 12).

1 composite ApacheQOS {

2 property targetUtilization: double // U∗

3

4 feature scheduler = new PeriodicTrigger<Double> {

5 initialPeriod = 30.seconds // property specification

6 }

7 feature utilizationController = new PController {

8 reference = this.targetUtilization // ref composite property

9 // ...

10 }

11 // ...

12 connect scheduler.output to utilizationController.input

13 }

Listing 3: XFCDL implementation of ApacheQOS composite

XFCDL further allows to specify the implementation of a AE
interaction contracts directly using Xbase6, a statically typed Java-
like expression language that supports lambda expressions, type
inference, and Java interoperability. For example, the implemen-
tation of PController is shown in Listing 4.

4.2 Distributed Content Delivery Adaptation
So far we have focused on the case of a single server instance.

In the following text, we extend the self-adaptation capabilities to
a distributed scenario in which Znn.com is deployed on a pool of
replicated servers with a load balancer distributing requests among
them. For brevity, for the next FCLs we only provide controller
design and architecture sections leaving the implementation code
available in the companion website.

Controller Design. The distributed deployment of Znn.com con-
sists of a server pool S with n servers and one load balancer. Each
server Si runs locally the previously developed ApacheQOS FCL

6http://bit.ly/1mr36bt



1 controller PController {

2 in push port input: double

3 out push port output: double

4 property Kp: double // proportional gain

5 property reference: double // reference input

6 property loBnd: double // lower bound

7 property upBnd: double // upper bound

8

9 act activate(input; ; output)

10

11 implementation xbase {

12 var U = reference // new variable

13 // implementation of the ‘act activate(input; ; output)‘

14 act activate {

15 val E = reference - input // computes the error

16 U = U + Kp * E // computes new output

17 if (U < loBnd) U = loBnd; if (U > upBnd) U = upBnd // corr. bounds

18 U // returns the result

19 }

20 }

Listing 4: XFCDL implementation of PController AE

computing its target content tree Gi. In order to maintain the high-
est QoS, the load balancer dynamically schedules the arriving re-
quests to a server s ∈ S that provides the least degraded content:

content_tree(s) = max(content_tree(S)) (3)

Architecture. Figure 5 depicts the FCL architecture representing
the distributed control. It consists of two composites: the Local-

ApacheQOS (cf. Figure 5a) that runs at each of the server Si encapsu-
lating the local ApacheQOS FCL, and the LoadBalancerControl (cf.

Figure 5b) that runs on the load balancer controlling the scheduler
using the above equation (3).
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Figure 5: Distributed QoS Management Control FCLs

The monitoring part is responsible for collecting the content tree
status of all the participating servers. One way of doing that is to
use a distributed publish/subscribe event bus into which each of the
servers can push its newly computed content tree. An advantage
of using an event bus is that it does not need to know a priori all
the participating servers. In FCDL this is facilitated by two AEs:

the publisher (EventBusPublisher) that sends data pushed over its
input port and the subscriber (EventBusSubscriber) that pushes
the published data over its output port. Concretely, in this FCL
the data we want to publish are the key-value tuples of servers Si

(server hostname) with their corresponding content trees Gi. To
obtain Gi, an output port has to be added to the ApacheQOS to which
the QOSControl content tree output is promoted so that the value is
available to the outside (cf. Figure 5a). The server hostname (Si)
is provided by the Hostname sensor. Finally, to create a key-value
entry, we use the Tuple2 processor that creates a tuple from its
two inputs and pushes them using the EventBusPublisher. The
pushed (Si,Gi) entries are received by the EventBusSubscriber in
the LoadBalancerControl composite. They are aggregated using
the MapStore AE, which is a map storage built from the received
key-value pairs. The content of the map can be observed through
the pull output port.

The decision-making part is responsible for selecting the server
with the highest Gi. The LoadBalancerController periodically
requests the collected content tree status from MapStore, extracts
the entry with the highest value using MapMaxKey and pushes the
corresponding hostname.

In the reconfiguration part, the FileWriter updates the load bal-
ancer scheduling so that the newly computed server is used to han-
dle the upcoming requests.

4.3 Distributed Resource Management
Deploying services like Znn.com into a cloud infrastructure is be-

coming mainstream. They enable services to scale elastically upon
demand. This brings a new adaptation challenge in determining
the appropriate number of servers based on the service utilization
and available budget. In this section, we address it by developing a
controller that dynamically scales Znn.com in a cloud based on the
above content delivery adaptation.

Control Design. Similarly to the content delivery adaptation (cf.

Section 4.1), we design a proportional controller that, based on the
difference between the target content tree G∗ and the observed av-
erage content tree used in the server pool G, computes the corre-
sponding number of servers n.

n = n+KpE = n+Kp(G
∗−G) (4)

The resulting value should be further constrained by a cost func-
tion representing the available budget for server resources, for ex-
ample using the controllers higher bounds.

Architecture. Figure 6 depicts the resulting architecture model.
The monitoring part is the same as in the LoadBalancerControl

FCL. The decision-making part periodically computes the global
average content tree G value using the MapAvgValue based on which
it calculates the corresponding number of servers n using (4). The
reconfiguration part adjusts the server size pool using the Cluster-
Manager effector through a corresponding cloud API.
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Figure 6: Dynamic Resource Management FCL



4.4 System Identification
The control theory based controllers are driven by models that

estimate the dynamics of the system. While mechanical and electri-
cal systems are governed by a number of physical laws expressible
as mathematical relationships, for computing systems few of these
laws exist [20]. Therefore, controllers usually employ statistical,
“black box” models that quantify the relationship between the sys-
tem inputs (e.g. content tree) and system outputs (e.g. utilization).
This modeling activity usually involves two steps: (1) experimen-
tal runs to collect data, and (2) model construction based on the
data. Control theory provides established methods for the model
construction. However, there is no support in the data collection
step and engineers have to do it in ad hoc manner.

An experimental run consists of observing the effect of control
inputs on the measured outputs. In FCDL, this can be greatly facili-
tated by designing an open loop architecture in which target system
touchpoints are used to set control inputs and observe/log corre-
sponding system outputs. Figure 7 shows an architecture model for
tuning the local content delivery adaptation controller from Sec-
tion 4.1.
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Figure 7: Apache content delivery control. The UtilizationMontor

is a composite containing the requestCounter, responseSizeCounter and
loadMonitor elements from Figure 5a.

The aim of this open loop is to exercise the system on range
of input values G and observe its output U while executing a given
workload. Instead of connecting a controller output into the Apache-
WebServer content tree input, we connect it directly to a value gen-
erator, which in this case is a discrete sine wave (in order to con-
sider saturation limits of the input space [20]). This corresponds to
an open loop control in which the control input is set directly with-
out considering any system output. For the data collection we reuse
most of the AE developed for the FCL. It simply outputs a pair for
utilization and content tree values that are periodically observed.
The resulting log file can be then loaded into modeling tools, such
as MATLAB7.

4.5 Adaptive Control
A primary reason for the feedback controller proliferation in in-

dustry is their ability to tolerate a certain degree of modeling inac-
curacy caused by workload deviation from the system identification
conditions [4]. Their robustness can be further improved by devel-
oping adaptive controllers, i.e. controllers that automatically adjust
their parameters based on a system identification that is performed
on-line [7]. The adaptive control can eliminate the need for system
profiling and controller tuning [28], and therefore significantly im-
prove FCL portability to new load conditions and platform resource
capacities.

In the previous section, we have shown an example of the FCDL
support for system identification. This, coupled with the model
7http://www.mathworks.fr/products/matlab

reflection, allows one to develop adaptive controllers. Figure 8 de-
picts an architecture of adaptive control combined to a local content
delivery adaptation FCL (cf. Section 4.1).

The aim is to perform an online profiling of the target system, i.e.

the utilization U and the content tree G, and based on the measured
values, to estimate the controller parameters, i.e. the proportional
gain Kp. To do so, we first need to extend the PController with a
provided effector that will allow to change the Kp property at run-
time. Next, we reuse the part of the architecture developed for the
system identification and we create the AdaptiveController that
is responsible for the parameter estimation. A possible approach is
shown by Lu et al. [28]. Finally, the corresponding elements are
encapsulated into a new composite AdaptiveControl that can be
simply placed on the top of the FCL we developed in Section 4.1.

Adaptive control is just one example of the possibilities of the
FCDL reflection, which can also be used to design adaptive moni-
toring, or to organize multiple FCLs using various control schemes,
such as hierarchical control. For example, we can extend the Pe-

riodicTrigger with a provided effector that allows to change the
triggering period at runtime so another FCL can control the loop
scheduling.

5. ASSESSMENT AND DISCUSSION
In this section we assess our approach by discussing the proper-

ties and self-adaptation characteristics of control mechanisms that
can be implemented using FCDL including its quality attributes
and limitations.

5.1 Implementation
For a domain-specific modeling approach to be effective, it has

to be associated with software development tools that automate
tasks, such as model construction and implementation code syn-
thesis [24]. To facilitate the development using FCDL, we have
implemented a prototype of an EMF8 based modeling environment
called ACTRESS [26]. It provides support for FCDL modeling,
verification and source code generation together with runtime plat-
form.

The modeling support is based on the XFCDL DSL that is im-
plemented using Xtext9. From the FCDL model, the code gener-
ator synthesizes an executable control system for a concrete run-
time platform. Currently, ACTRESS targets Akka10, a scalable and
lightweight framework and runtime for actor-based applications on
the Java platform. Since the FCDL model is already an actor-
oriented model, the source code transformation is rather straight-
forward, essentially turning each AE type into a Java class, essen-
tially turning each AE type into a Java class (cf. Listing 1), which
is used as a delegate called by the actor runtime. Finally, the verifi-
cation support automatically checks FCDL consistency including
user-defined constraints (e.g. architecture bad smells, such as AE
overlaps) expressed in either OCL or Xbase. The abstractions real-
ized in the support also brings the possibility to use external model
checking. For example ACTRESS provides a FCDL transformation
into Promela models to verify some temporal properties using the
SPIN model checker [22].

5.2 Properties
The main properties considered for the design of our approach

were Generality, Visibility, and Composability (cf. Section 3). The
generality is addressed by using a fine-grained FCL decomposi-
tion which should be usable in any domain for various adaptation
property. FCDL is built as a technologically-agnostic model and
the Java based ACTRESS implementation provides only one tech-

8http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf
9A software language engineering framework cf. http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext

10http://akka.io
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Figure 8: Adaptive Control for Apache content delivery controller

nological solution (see Section 5.3). Generality is also obtained
in adaptation scenarios, as they are captured at a conceptual level
using the problem domain concepts, rather than the implementa-
tion concepts. The visibility property is tackled by having all the
FCL processes represented as first-class entities with explicit inter-
actions that are precisely guided by interaction contracts. Finally,
we have shown that FCLs are composed from clearly structured
fine-grained AEs using ICs to guide AE implementations (cf. Sec-
tion 4.1). The composition mechanisms make naturally possible to
compose rather than to program FCLs.

Self-adaptation criteria and quality attributes have already been
proposed to examine the strengths and weaknesses of different ap-
proaches. For the StarMX framework [6], the authors proposed a
number of them, which were synthesized from other studies and
adjusted for evaluation of self-adaptive software engineering ap-
proaches. They were provided to be used as a basis for evaluating
and comparing different engineering approaches. While the pro-
posed set might not be complete and is rather qualitative, we use
it as a part of the FCDL and ACTRESS evaluation, as according to
us, it gives a reasonable well-organized basis. Further criteria and
quality attributes together with a detailed discussion are available
in Krikava’s thesis [25].

Self-Adaptation Criteria. The following are the selected self-
adaptive criteria based on Asadollahi et al. [6]. Table 1 summarizes
the corresponding capacities of FCDL and ACTRESS.

− Degree of autonomy. The capability of a framework in automat-
ing the management process.

− Control scope. The granularity of control scope.
− Self-* properties support. The ability of the framework to ad-

dress self-* properties [23].
− Management logic expression. The mechanisms to define the

self-managing requirements (e.g. descriptive or programmatic).
− Runtime modification of policies The capability of the frame-

work in allowing runtime modification of the management logic.

Criteria FCDL/ACTRESS Capacity

Degree of autonomy Both open and closed loops.

Control scope Multiple application instances.

Self-* properties All self-*. While the FCL from section
4 all relate to self-optimization, the general
FCL decomposition should be applicable to
to other self-* properties as well.

Management logic Programmatic using Xbase or Java.

Runtime modification Supported through AE reflection.

Table 1: FCDL/ACTRESS characteristics.

Quality Attributes. The following is the analysis of FCDL and
ACTRESS quality attributes as selected by Asadollahi et al. [6].

− Flexibility. FCDL provides an abstraction close to control the-
ory block diagrams. It can represent both closed and open con-
trol loops and AE reflection allows for designing complex con-
trol schemes. Unlike most frameworks, FCDL does not dic-
tate any system architecture nor any specific technology. Fur-
thermore, it promotes separation of concerns in the sense that
the FCL architecture and control mechanisms may be defined
by control engineers while the technical/system-level processors
and touchpoints may be implemented by software engineers.

In this paper we focused on control theoretical approach, how-
ever, control theory might not always provide the most suitable
approach. While the FCDL is particularly suited for developing
classical feedback control, in the end it provides a general FCL
abstraction and other kind of control can be realized including
event-condition-actions or transition diagrams.

Next to the Znn.com case study, FCDL was also used to build
overload control adaptation scenarios in the domain of high-
throughput computing. Details with experimental evaluation is
presented in Krikava [25, §8.1].

− Scalability. The FCDL support for composition, polymorphic
data types and ICs allowed us to incrementally refine the needed
FCLs throughout the case study. These techniques are likely
to allow for building larger models. ACTRESS further includes
support for automatically checking model structural and tempo-
ral consistency and the Akka based runtime has low footprint
(see below).

− Usability. Assessing software usability is difficult since it also
depends on the preferences and background of its users, which
is subjective by definition. Still, our approach relies on known
concepts, as FCDL is using notions from control theory and
component-based software engineering, XFCDL follows known
concepts from Java, and the ACTRESS modeling environment is
integrated in the Eclipse IDE, which might simplify adoption
for the users already familiar with it. Furthermore, relying on
the actor-model simplifies AE implementation without the need
to protect mutable state [18].

− Reusability. There are two features that contributes to AE reusabil-
ity: the FCDL support for data type polymorphism and the
Xbase support for lambda expressions that allows to use func-
tions types as properties. This results in higher-order polymor-
phic AEs definitions. Table 2 compares the AEs created and



reused11 in the FCLs from Section 4.

FCL New AEs Reused AEs

Local content delivery 11 0

Distributed content delivery 12 9

Distributed resource mgmt. 3 5

Adaptive control 5 11

Table 2: Adaptive element reusability

− Extensibility. FCDL and XFCDL are both defined using their
respective EMF meta-models. Therefore, extending their core
functionality is only possible by modifying the ACTRESS source
code. On the other hand, thanks to MDE, it is possible to use
the FCDL models and target different systems, providing new
code generators, verification techniques and the like. This is
already the case as the CORONA project [32] uses FCDL for
adapting service component architecture systems, transforming
AE elements into components for the FraSCAti runtime [35].

− Performance. We consider the overhead caused by the execu-
tion of the self-adaptive layer. It can be decomposed into a fixed
component related to the ACTRESS runtime platform and a vari-
able component that depends on the complexity of the adap-
tation mechanism, i.e. the amount of memory and CPU time
used by the different AEs. A single instance of the ACTRESS

runtime with no composite deployed accounts for 1.5MB12. In
Akka 2.0 version, the memory overhead is about 400 bytes per
actor instance (2.7 million actors per GB of heap) with a pos-
sible throughput of 50 million messages per sec on a single
machine13.

The size of an AE is mostly affected by the amount of state it
keeps. The same applies for the execution time whose major-
ity is spent in running the user-code of AE activation methods
(e.g. a sample push/pull communication between two AEs with
a throughput of 5000 messages per second amounts for 5% of
CPU time). However, the main potential performance issues is
in the indirect load caused by the sensors and effectors, which
might become significant and as such it must be taken into ac-
count while designing any self-adaptive software system.

− Testability. FCDL models are amenable to automated consis-
tency checking. For testing AEs implementation, there is no
particular support needed, since they can be simply tested in
isolation, without the ACTRESS runtime, using an unit testing
framework.

5.3 Limitations
While FCDL is technologically agnostic, the ACTRESS is tightly

coupled with Java. This currently limits the implementation of AEs
to Java-based languages. It might pose a problem for scenarios
where the touchpoints need to interact with an API that is not ac-
cessible from Java, JNI or from the network (e.g., HTTP). With
the MDE approach, however, it is possible to target different run-
time platforms that are themselves based on the actor model. The
increasing popularity of the actor model gives us a variety of dif-
ferent frameworks available in various programming languages.

Xbase provides a convenient way for expressing mathematical
equations, but it might be too low level for expressing control based
on concepts such as decision tables or state transition diagrams.

11AEs reused within a composite are not counted,
12All further measurements were conducted on MacBook Pro 2.53 Ghz, 8GB RAM,
Java 1.70_17 64bit, Akka 2.2.0

13http://bit.ly/1gHM975

These techniques can be still used used, but only through their re-
spective Java APIs. Similarly to the other approaches that use ex-
ternal adaptation, FCDL relies on the fact that the target system
is able to provide, or be instrumented to provide, all the required
touchpoints.

It is important to note here that the abstraction we have chosen is
not the only one and it is possible to have higher-level models such
as goal-oriented models. FCDL matches block diagrams provid-
ing an established abstraction of FCLs which is flexible, yet rigid
enough for automated code synthesis.

Finally, the control models proposed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, i.e.

(3) and (4) are rather illustrative. The aim is to demonstrate the
capabilities of FCDL allowing one to progressively refine adapta-
tion mechanisms and not to develop state-of-the-art load balance
scheduler and resource manager.

6. RELATED WORK
IBM proposed what has become a widely referenced model for

autonomic systems, referred to as the MAPE-K decomposition [23].
Since that, a number of MAPE-K framework-based approaches
have been developed by focusing on different aspects of self-adap-
tation in software systems.

The Rainbow framework [17] provides an architecture-based ap-
proach for developing external self-adaptive software systems, us-
ing utility theory for selecting an optimal adaptation strategy in the
given QoS context. It also introduced the Znn.com case study, im-
plementing several strategies to address the adaptation challenges
using content delivery and server pool size adaptation [10]. Unlike
the control theory based controllers that are driven by mathemati-
cal relation between the control inputs and system outputs, Rain-
bow is using fixed threshold-based event-condition actions. As a
result the controlled system is more likely to experience instabil-
ity due to oscillations. For example, the system might continu-
ously enlist or discharge servers since the adaptation condition is
expressed as c.experRespTime > M.MAX_RESPTIME [11, p. 187].
Using the utility theory brings the possibility to link adaptation
strategies with business objectives. On the other hand, it requires
to precisely tune the utilities [11, p. 188] of used QoS dimensions,
tactics impact vectors and weighted utility preferences which might
be rather laborious to do particularly when the number of tactics or
QoS dimension increases. Furthermore, these values together with
some of the thresholds used in the adaptation conditions have to
be at least partially re-evaluated every time the workload or sys-
tem configuration changes. In contrast, the control theoretic ap-
proach enables systematic controller design with established ana-
lytical methods for tuning and evaluation providing certain guar-
antees [3, 20, 30]. Moreover, adaptive control (cf. Section 4.5)
can automate this process [39]. The use of architecture models
also implies a fixed number of clients and server, unlike our ap-
proach in which we do not pose any restriction as to how many
servers or clients are in use. Finally, the framework was designed
for scenarios that can be solved by centralized control loop and
does not support hierarchical control schemes nor runtime modifi-
cations of adaptation strategies or thresholds. The DYNAMICO Ref-

erence Model [36] provides guidelines for designing self-adaptive
software architectures with amenable adaptation goals. It consists
of fixed three-layers architecture defining three FCLs, each manag-
ing different parts of context dynamics (control objectives, target
system adaptation and dynamic monitoring). Similarly to Rain-
bow, the adaption conditions are also based on boolean expres-
sions involving fixed thresholds. The Zanshin Framework [5] pro-
vides a requirements-based approach for developing external self-
adaptive software systems using goal-oriented requirements engi-
neering models. The advantage of such models is that they provide
a higher level abstraction in comparison to FCDL. The adaptation



strategies have similar format to Rainbow, however there is no sup-
port for utility-based strategy selection and simply the first appli-
cable one is selected. Adapt Cases [29] extends UML Use Case
diagrams allowing to explicitly model self-adaptivity in systems
using UML for its specification. The adaptation strategies are im-
plemented in OCL using similar event-condition-action adaptation
mechanism as the frameworks above. The StarMX framework [6]
is designed for building self-managing Java-based applications us-
ing closed FCLs. It uses Java management extension for target
system touchpoints and a policy-rule language for adaption engine
implementation. StarMX is by the choice of technology primarily
focused on adapting Java-based systems. It does not support run-
time modification of the management logic nor complex control
schemes.

In general, the advantage of the above framework based solu-
tions is that they provides an architecture basis of an application,
defining its structure and control, and therefore it can simplify its
development [15]. On the other hand, frameworks operate within
boundaries of some programming language and therefore they are
limited in the level of abstraction they can provide. The possibil-
ity of a formal reasoning and verification is also limited since the
structure and behavior is an integral part of the implementation.
Furthermore, they always impose the use of a certain technologi-
cal stack. Finally, some creative freedom is lost since many design
decisions have been made by the framework designers [15].

Several approaches are exploiting the use of model-driven engi-
neering techniques to develop self-adaptive software, in particular
by using these techniques at runtime. The model@run.time repre-
sents an abstraction of a running system or its part and can be used
to support dynamic adaptation of structure, behavior or goals of the
underlying software systems [14]. For example, Vogel et al. [38]
promotes the use of runtime executable megamodels. They present
a modeling language for adaptation logic modeling together with a
runtime interpreter that executes the megamodels. This is similar
to what we develop in our approach, as they can also represent loop
coordination and hierarchically organize them into layers. How-
ever, this solution is only a high-level overview of how the actual
adaptations look like. They rely on an implicit synchronization
between the megamodels and running system. Finally, their meta-
model is based on EMF which has been primarily designed for the
use at design time and as such it has some limitations for the use at
runtime (e.g. high memory footprint, lack of thread-safe access).

There is also a large body of work that concerns designing feed-
back control for embedded computing, for example Ptolemy II [13].
It is an extensive framework for simulation of concurrent actor-
oriented systems with the major emphasis on the ability to combine
heterogeneous models of computation. We follow a similar actor-
oriented approach and our execution semantics is comparable with
Ptolemy push-pull model of computation (cf. Section 3.2). How-
ever, Ptolemy focus rather on simulation of the executable models
and their transformations to the embedded systems.

7. CONCLUSIONS
While control theory provides solid foundations for designing

self-adaptive systems, its mapping into implementation artifacts
often results in the development of dedicated assets (e.g. code,
models) which inevitably prevents their reuse and adoption at a
larger scale. To overcome this limitation, we use FCDL, a domain-
specific modeling language for integrating adaptation mechanisms
into software systems. We demonstrated its use on the Znn.com

case study, with an implementation of local and distribute content
deliver adaptation, distributed resource management and adaptive
control. FCDL is a domain-specific and technologically-agnostic
architecture model that provides an actor-based programming model.
It is coupled with runtime support for executing the designed FCLs

as well as with a dedicated support for modeling, verification and
implementation code synthesis.

Feedback controllers provide stability guarantees as long as the
conditions observed during the system identification hold. As a
matter of future work, we intend to investigate the definition of self-
adaptive feedback controllers by studying the principles of defen-
sive programming in order to better control the execution of feed-
back control loops.

Final Remarks. The Znn.com case study as provided by the SEAMS
community14 serves as a good starting point for benchmarking self-
adaptive engineering approaches. However, we found two main
issues with it: (1) its relevance to current industrial practice and
problems should be reviewed since the distributed computation has
changed dramatically from the case study inception in 2008; (2) its
availability should be improved so it is easier to reproduce it with
standardized benchmarks (e.g.. latency and throughput). More
specifically, we observed that the various implementations of the
Znn.com case study tend to assess a different set of properties,
which does not help to quantitatively compare the strengths and
weaknesses of each approach. Furthermore, evaluation frameworks
(e.g. Villegas et al. [37]) do not highlight the core differences
among autonomic frameworks, thus making it hard to understand
their key orientations.

We therefore believe that the evaluation of self-adaptive systems
require the definition of a comprehensive evaluation platform that
does not limit itself to the identification of specific properties. Such
a platform should be open to a wide variety of realistic application
scenarios, which clearly identify the adaptation challenges (e.g. us-
ing the requirements identified by Cheng et al. [12]) and the quan-
titative and qualitative metrics to be used as part of the evaluation.
This platform should also provide a packaging format providing
a simple to use reproducible environment to deploy, experiment,
and evaluate self-adaptive systems. From this platform, authors
should be encouraged to share their assets and results they obtained
in order to acknowledge their contributions and provide concrete
datasets to be used by the community.
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